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THIS MONTH:

NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

TURNER’S GUILD

LICFM

LISA

SSOW

Our meeting starts @ 7:15pm. Mike Daum welcomed the mem-
bers.  We had 3 visitors/new members for the evening.
Joan, (friend of  Bill Leonhardt) was the Founder of  the Taiko

Tides Drum Company in 2001.  Chuck La Carrubba, joined tonight.
Bill Reardon, a carpenter, came down to see the club.      

Our June Meeting will be our Annual Picnic. Special thanks to Bob
Wood for volunteering to run this event. As with all events, additional
volunteers are needed.  The Picnic will start at 6:00PM. Cost is : $10.00
per adult, $5 for Children under 12, under 5 are free.

We will be raffling a “FREE” used Rockwell Model 6 Jointer.
It is in good condition and comes with attached stand and extra cutter.
Winner takes it home.

Mike Luciano, Treasurer addressed the membership regarding our club
finances. Taxes have been paid, and club is in good shape.

Joe Bottigliere, Membership Chairman stated we have 196 paid mem-
bers, 26 of  which are new members.

Our July 6th General Meeting will be a “Round Robin”. All SIGS and
members are encouraged to participate. Share your knowledge with the
group.

Our Annual Show and Exhibit will be held Saturday November 5th and
Sunday, November 6th. Setup will be Friday, November 4th.
Volunteers will be needed in all areas. More details to follow. Member
projects are needed for display.

Raffle Winners:

Daryl Rosenblatt

Richard Reinfrank

Bob Wood

Show and Tell:  Ed Dillon made a beautiful Cement Mixer for his
nephew. Jim Brown showed pictures of  a Television Cabinet made of
cherry, for his 55” HDTV.  Rick Nichols displayed a “Noah’s Ark” he
created for his daughter. He also displayed a Picture frame he made
using a “decopage” technique.  

Our scheduled guest speaker for the evening was supposed to be
Beaver Bat Company. Due to an emergency, our speaker cancelled. Our
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“Pinch Hitters” for the evening were Daryl Rosenblatt, Jim Brown and Jim Henfield.

Daryl ‘s presentation was on making a Mallet. Daryl used all hand tools to create his mallet. The Mallet head was
made of  Cherry, the handle was Bubinga. The mallet head was soaked in Lindseed oil and turpentine for 6months.
The handle was formed using a spoke shave. Each side was made into an oval, then rounded over. Daryl also dis-
played a knife he made and described the process for hardening. Thank you for stepping up and presenting.

Our second speaker for the evening was Jim Brown. Jim described various sharpening techniques. He described the
use of  a grinder for removing defects. 8” Grinders are most commonly used. He described Water stones and Honing
Jigs. Thank you Jim.

Our third speaker for the evening was Jim Henfield. Jim’s slide presentation of  a Shaker Design table was very infor-
mative. He described how he created the Dado joints. The wood was Hard Maple and Sugar Maple. Great job.

Special thanks goes out to Corey Tighe. Corey, unfortunately had been injured earlier in the day, using a Nail gun.
Corey explained how it happened, and described the proper way to use the tool. Thank you for sharing your shop
safety tips with the group.
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LISA                                                         CHUCK BURG

Arnold was sick so Charlie Feisen ran the meeting. He first asked if  any new people were present. Tom Ryan
and Rich Macrae answered. Then he proceeded to the raffle and Show and Tell.

Show and Tell 

Iris Zimerman had a piece she burned. Bob Carpentier had two intarsia pieces, a Yin/Yan and a clown. Carl Zajac
had some spoons he made. He also made a trivet and some scrollwork. Bob Urso showed us a bowl he made and
then burned. Also some burn work he did.
Presentation

Iris Zimerman gave a talk on how to make a spoon. She showed some of  her and Rich’s work. She stated that the
hardest part was using the bandsaw in cutting out the handle and the spoon part.  She carved out the spoon. She
then did some scroll work on the handle. She also showed us some patterns.
Mark Young gave a presentation on wood burning. He started out by giving a short history of  Pyrography (wood
burning). He showed us some of  his work and then gave out some patterns for us to transfer onto the wood which
we brought. He gave some hints. It is easier to use an angled table which turns rather than burn onto a flat surface
so that the heat from the burning pen goes away from you. Most wood burners use their favorite three  pens.

Next meeting Rich Macrae will give a demonstration on box construction. The chapter challenge will be a wood
burning you have done.
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TURNER’S GUILD JEAN PIOTROWSKI

T
he LI Woodturners Guild held the May Meeting on Thursday, May 12th at the Brush Barn.  Mike was unable to

attend so VP Bob opened the meeting at 7pm.  

The Chapter Challenge this month was bowls and the following members brought in their bowls;  Ed Moloney, Joe, Tim

& Matt Reardon, Ted Perry, Jim Moloney, Henry Zipperlen, Tony Fuocco, Charlie Felsen, Barry Saltsberg, Gary

Mayhew & Eddie Piotrowski.

Bob Melvin has some walnut wood slabs for sale.  If you are interested, please contact him at Bobmelvinsr@yahoo.com.

Steve Fulgoni was contacted by a woman who has some tools for sale.  Her husband recently passed away and she has

various tools for sale, including a lathe, drill press, etc.  Please contact Steve if you are interested.

Harry Slutter & members of the Cabinet Makers SIG are having a used tool sale at his shop in Huntington.  Everyone is

invited to come to sell or buy.  The sale is on Saturday, May 21st.

Tonights demo focused on turning a cherry burl.  A burl is the growth on the side of the the tree.  It poses some chal-

lenges in turning because the grain runs in various directions.  However, the end result is usually a beautiful piece.

Before mouning the burl, look at the piece and try to visualize the bowl in the blank, determine the bottom and the top.

After mounting the piece between centers, turn it by hand to make sure it will spin freely.  When you begin turning, turn

the lathe up to a speed that is comfortable for you with a minimum of vibration.  Using a safety spur is useful because if

you get a catch the piece won’t fly off the lathe.  You should stop the lathe periodically to look at the pieces and look for

imperfections like cracks that may be dangerous.  You may also decide to reposition the piece to get the best bowl from

the blank.

Turning a burl may bring some surprises once you start turning it, besides beautiful color there may be voids and even

bugs.

The end result of a bowl from  a burl is usually quite beautiful.
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SSOW                                                  STEVE BLAKELY

The SSOW met on the last Wednesday of  May and Frank Napoli opened the meeting with old business and
new business.  Then he ran the show and tell.  One member, Jim Maloney finished his automatron already
and it was real nice.  Other members showed their carvings, but as I said, I neglected to write anything down.

So, on with the rest of  the meeting.... we distributed and started on the Automatron packages that Frank Napoli orig-
inally made. 
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LICFM                                                         BEN NAWRATH

Jim started off  the meeting asking if  there were any new members. We had one sorta new one… Ed P made his
first appearance at the cabinet sig! Also, Joan who is a founding member of  the Japanese drum making group
joined us. On to new business; there was a very positive response to sharpening workshop, and plans are in the

works for more similar to it, perhaps starting with a hand tool rehab and use workshop. Jim brought up the idea of
getting shirts with the SIG logo on it, and people liked it, maybe with a color that will stand out more (Rob wants
hot pink, it brings out his eyes).  Steve P recommends the fine woodworking archives. Joe Botts says we may see the
return of  the plane shaving contest at round robin in July!

This month’s YouTube: popular woodworking has a video review of  the Leigh router jig. 

Tip of  the month: to make sliding parts for router tables and jigs, get a T slot cutting router bit. 

Show and tell; Joe Botts made a spice rack from redwood, mahogany and maple, and a jig/shooting board he made
for making straight-grain square pegs. I brought in my “brick wall” cutting board made from Peruvian walnut and
maple. It’s 100% end grain and took a LOT of  sanding to get smooth. Gary M brought his award winning vessel
from Saratoga along with two armed guards. Roger brought the bowls he made at a beginners turning workshop at
the north Bennet street school, and told us all about the experience he had (spoiler alert: he loved it). 

Rich brought his L fence back to explain the rectangular hole. It’s simply a window that allows for the initial align-
ment of  the blade to the cut line. 

Frank gave the main presentation on router tables. A router table can be as simple as a piece of  plywood and a 2x4
for a fence. Or it can have a lift, a nice fence, dust collection, and support a number of  jigs and operations. Some
general router basics; it’s best to get half  inch shank when possible for stability. Don’t put the bit all the way in, back
it up just a bit before tightening the collet. The difference between a router and a shaper is mostly size. And always
use a consistent feed speed to prevent burning the wood or bogging the motor. 

The first operation he demonstrated was making moldings, he first cut a profile in edge of  wide board, then ripped
off  a thin strip. As examples, he showed beading bits, ogees, slot cutters, rabbeting set, and roundovers to name a
few. He then showed us his pattern routing sled. Similar to pattern routing by hand, first cut off  most of  the mate-
rial so you’re only cutting about 1/8th with the router. Much like hand planes, always route downhill to the grain,
flip the board over if  you have to. 

Frank stayed well past the normal meeting time answering questions and demonstrating techniques, from raised
panel doors, to rabbets and dados. He had 3 separate tables setup! My description doesn’t do it justice. A big thanks
from all of  us.

Next month: Vacuum bags for veneering with Uncle Richie!  
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T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

8/4 Cherry S2S $5.15 / bf
5/4 Cherry S2S $4.25 / bf
8/4 Poplar $2.30 / bf
8/4 Ambrosia Maple $2.45 / bf    
All Jorgensen and Pony Clamps 20% off
All Woodpecker Product 15% off
All specials are for in stock items.
This special is for March 2015 only for the LIWA Members
Urban Specialty Woods  257 Broadway Huntington Station*, NY 11746 631-903-5944
*(Editors Note): Do not confuse this address with Huntington, which also has a 257
Broadway, but it’s a house. 

I have to sell my shop; all the tools. They are currently in storage in Garden City, and need help
cataloging and sorting it. That also gives you first crack at buying them. Among the tools are a 3
HP Saw Stop; a dust collection syyste;, Sears drill press; Lie Nielsen bencg; 2 speed Delta planer;
6” Powermatic jointer; 14” bandsaw; dust collection system; Festool vacuum; router table; air com-
pressor; drills, hand tools etc.

Harry Aristodou  516-306-4780  aristidouhc@msn.com

Sears Radial Arm Saw 113.19770 Never used. Still in box. Asking $425
American 6” Jointer WBS 14/2 Asking $250
Jet Floor Drill Press with mobile stand Asking $320
Makita 10” Miter Saw LS1020  Asking $200
Jet 6” Bench Grinder JBG-6A  Asking $85
Wilton Heavy Duty Metal Vise 6A 6”jaws  Asking $175
All in mint condition

Adam Fisher 631-418-4504


